Marching On
Military Science Day Salutes Academic Life

By MICHAEL VANDER
Lioncrest Colonel David Sanders
has announced several changes for next year's event.
The chairman of the department described these changes as a "wake-up call," saying that "we need to move forward and keep
up with the times." He went on to say that these changes will help
students feel more engaged and involved in the program.

U.S. Charges SPUP Committee
Student Representatives Join Panel

Representatives from various student organizations have
been invited to join the university's Student Planning and
Programming Committee (SPUP). The move was made
in an effort to increase student representation and
engagement in the planning process.

The Ruling Class

By ROBERT SPEEL
The university's ruling class is
preparing to make a significant
change in the spring semester.
This change, which includes
the removal of the current dean,
will be implemented to address
issues of diversity and inclusion.

UA Paper 'Regrets' Penn Game's Move

By LAUREN COLEMAN
A paper titled "Regrets: Penn Game's Move" has
been released by the university,
expressing concern about the
change in venue for the annual
rivalry game.

Lioncrest Colonel David Sanders in the Hollows Center
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By MICHAEL VANDER
Lioncrest Colonel David Sanders
has announced several changes for next year's event.
The chairman of the department described these changes as a "wake-up call," saying that "we need to move forward and keep
up with the times." He went on to say that these changes will help
students feel more engaged and involved in the program.
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The new phone book is here!!!

This year's Student Directory includes:
- Who's Who and Where to find them
- A guide to faculty, administration, and Student Gov't.
- Student addresses and phone numbers.
- The Buying Guide
- A Yellow Pages-type guide to campus and City Center.
- The Literati: 16 Blue Pages featuring listings alphabetically and by cuisine.

Off-campus students can pick up a copy in the PSA Office: 310 Houston Hall.

Only one person.

DON'T BE A JERK - USE IT!
extra cosl while still in college.

was aware of study abroad programs in Bennett Hall, said there are basically three in Nigeria.

Spain. Germany, and Japan.

varies depending on the program.

a specific program and he accepted. I lie competition must — how a high degree ot initiative and maturity.

foreign university inanci.il

I niversity tuition, and enrollment is arranged for 

and thud terms I lived in an off-campus house with

I dinburgh is cheaper.

nine credits, one for each trimester per course figured into his grade-point-average.

transcript
cultural courses when in the country, and the school

should be widening to accept those type of courses," Marhavy said she enjoyed the different schooling

The most important lesson is that people should be really careful 1

In order to do this she had to take a leave from the University. She paid tuition to the program, which arranged the enrollment. The credits were transferred, but grades were not recorded on her

the University should have a

-kestone   -aid the cost of going abroad as he did is

If you put the cost of the flight over, the tuition, and the room and board together, it costs less than a semester at Penn," he said.

When she returned she went to the appropriate departments where they either gave her credit for similar courses or transferred credit in

College senior Grace Sherman attended the London School of Economics — also part of the University of London — just last year but did not go through another

"It's much easier and less complicated to apply

You just apply directly to the school and they accept you in a formal Course review.

"K'm very much and I am committed to apply

You just apply directly to the school and they accept you in a formal Course review.

She added that he did feel being impressed with the regular British students.

"It's much harder for most people when you wake up over with Americans and live with Americans," she said.

Sherman also did not clean his course selection when he went abroad.

"Certainly living in lisi flats was less expensive

was arranged for her by the University.

I lived in a dorm first term," she said. "It was just

He added that he felt being impressed with the regular British students.

"It doesn't cost any more to go there for a year

It's important that the student have the support of

more of us want to be abroad because we didn't want to go away

She added thai the two

If you put the cost of the flight over, the tuition, and the room and board together, it costs less than a semester at Penn," he said.

Campus Support Center for Young Adults

Margie, Happy 20th,
even if it is 3 days late!

Wharton Women presents

author of Marriage - Public & Private

Responsibility

on

MALE-FEMALE RELATIONSHIPS FOR PROFESSIONAL WOMEN

Tonight - 7:00

West Lounge Houston Hall

Everyone Welcome! Refreshments!

Clog and Jog Factory Outlet

Selling Name Brand Athletic and Casual Footwear at Low Discount Prices.

SPECIALS OF THE WEEK

Sponsa/Potirno Duck Shoes

Men Women

Low - $19.99  
High - $24.99  
Converse "Leather" Dr. J

Low - $34.99  
High - $36.99

Now Carrying Tiger Men/Women Running Shoes

Open M-F 12 to 6 to 8

3147 Speake St.

Sat 12 to 4 to 6

Houston Hall Lower Level

TEL. 988-3660
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CAREER EXPLORATION SERIES for SOPHOMORES

Four-week series beginning Oct. 28, exploring values, decision making, and skills assessments.

Sign up by Oct. 22

Penn Planning & Placement

For more information, call Jean Papalia, 898-7529

Sign up early - 15 person limit!

Penn Homecoming Nite

Wednesday, Oct. 20
9 P.M. - 2 A.M.
Honoring The Quaker Football Team

Pagano's

1030 W. 36th Street

• Live DJ
• Free Popcorn
• $.50 Mugs
• Prizes

Stop in and support your team & coaches during Homecoming week!
High Tech Culture
Symposium Examines Computers and Art

By: David Thomasman

"High Tech Culture" displayed several aspects of the computer console and its applications as interest in the small home and business computers continues to grow.

Moberg and Ric Podietz have designed programs for a Commodore computer. "We are meeting twice a week to justify the administration's insistence on a new focus," said Sheldon Hackney, who has named him to live on a more strict senior-subordinate relationship. "I work for those people. It's my thought, Sanderson says the army has his own policy which finds its way into the office window.

The Professors of Relationships

Gracey M. Sills, RN, FAAN
Professor and Assistant Director For Graduate Education Ohio State University

"The Profession of Relationships"

"The Office Day Starts at 9 a.m."

Mark Goldstein is gathering some support as he said "the quality of the participants and the energy is really going up, and just getting better and better." Sanderson says: "People are interested in computers, and the arts is just another indicator.

Military Science Chief

"I am as yet unclear as to the greatest thing going...

Sanderson saw these interests in a RITC course in the Fall of 1975. "In 1967, I began to think of the Commodore 64 as the most interesting computer with some three-dimensional graphics, and its affordable price," Sanderson said. "Somehow, it seems to me that the Commodore 64 is even more important.

Greek Week Fundraising

"The School of Nursing Third Annual Dean's Distinguished Lecture"

"The Profession of Relationships"

Gracey M. Sills, RN, FAAN
Professor and Assistant Director For Graduate Education Ohio State University

Wednesday, Oct. 20, 1982
4:00 P.M.
Street Level Auditorium
Nursing Education Graphics
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Undergrad Accounting presents Mr. Howard Fishman of Laventhol & Horwath
Speaking on "The Interlisting Experience"
Monday, Oct. 18, 4:30 PM
Bishop White Room Houston Hall
All Are Welcome!

To Our Favorite Weight Watcher,

DECEMBER NOW

butter.

Nutrish, we're finding the \( M \) time for everyone of Laventhol & Horwath Mr. Howard Fishman books of Moses) learning group.

Discussion group.

Register Now at

Philadelphia  Pa   19102
1405 Locust Street
1215) 546 3317

Sports Rocks!

Kamin Cup Defended Once Again in 25-6 Romp

By Tony "Colonel" Edelman

The defense, in its Pink Football coverage later, showed the same blend of blocking that has gotten us just 22 points in two years. The News. versus Harvard, handled the fast线路 game handle hands, and the secondary doubled up the one outlet. It all ended with ...e and two TD passes in set up to pass the net. "I'm not big on talking to the media," The Colonel said. "I know, I just try to go out and do what we have to do."

The defense line of Dave "Not Nicer" Dunlop and The Blade thrilled through a front line manned by Don "No Knee" Klasmer, Michael Shulman, Lance Innovative, and Ed "The Round" Savino.

The line that can be a little big in the middle through any one group. The Colonel said, used to hole in its usual insolent manner. "The out of my offense was just impossible," Dunlop said. "I started off open spread, but I ended up blocking..."

Lafayette's offensive was not even mentioned on its usual notice board.

The net of my defense was impossible. "I was either [
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W. Harriers Place Second at Big 5 Meet
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Is Loss a ‘Blessing in Disguise’ for Penn?

By OORSPADOTI

EASTON, PA. — The record is not something that the Quakers would like to hang on their wall, but it is a record that they are, however, still to be made in Lehigh Valley.

Let’s take a look at the difference.

In one game, the Quakers scored with only a team, we tend to suffer breakdowns. At the very least, every once in a while, we tend to get a bit out of our own half. The problem is that we are not always going to be able to cover all of the bases.

On the Sidelines

Bill Rome

The game was over just like that. Let’s take a look at the difference. The Quakers’ record is not something that the Red and Blue would like to hang on their wall, but it is a record that they are, however, still to be made in Lehigh Valley.
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